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DARBOUX TRANSFORMATIONS FOR THE KP HIERARCHY IN
THE SEGAL-WILSON SETTING
G.F. HELMINCK AND J.W. VAN DE LEUR
Abstract. In this paper it is shown that inclusions inside the Segal-Wilson Grassman-
nian give rise to Darboux transformations between the solutions of the KP -hierarchy
corresponding to these planes. We present a closed form of the operators that pro-
cure the transformation and express them in the related geometric data. Further the
associated transformation on the level of  -functions is given.
1. The KP Hierarchy
The KP hierarchy consists of a tower of nonlinear dierential equations in innitely
many variables ftnjn  1g. It is named after the simplest nontrivial equation in this
tower, the Kadomtsev{Petviashvili equation:
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which is clearly a two dimensional generalization of the KdV -equation
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It is used as a model to describe surface waves, see [8]. The idea to treat simultaneously
the whole tower and not just a single equation, goes back to the Sato-school, see e.g. [4].
We consider solutions of these equations that belong to a commutative ring of functions
R, which is stable under the operators @n = @@tn . The compact form in which one usually
presents the equations of the hierarchy, is the so-called Lax form. This is an equality
between operators in the priveleged derivation @ = @1 of a specic nature. For notational
convenience we sometimes write x instead of t1 and @@x instead of @. This simple way
to present the equations requires that one extends the ring R[@] = fPni=0 ai@ij ai 2 Rg
and adds suitable integral operators to the ring. Then it becomes possible to take
the inverse and roots of certain dierential operators. E.g. the square root L 12 of the
Schro¨dinger operators L = @2 + 2u is well-dened in this extension. Thus one arrives at
the ring R[@; @−1) of pseudodierential operators with coecients in R. It consists of all
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expressions
NX
i=−1
ai@
i ; ai 2 R for all i;
that are added in an obvious way and multiplied according to
@j  a@i =
1X
k=0

j
k

@k(a)@i+j−k:
Each operator P =
P
pj@
j decomposes as P = P++P− with P+ =
P
j0
pj@
j its dierential
operator part and P− =
P
j<0
pj@
j its integral operator part. We denote by Res@P = p−1
the residue of P . An operator L 2 R[@; @−1) of the form
L = @ +
X
j<0
‘j@
j ; ‘j 2 R for all j < 0:(1.3)
carries the name Lax operator. We call a Lax operator a solution of the KP hierarchy if
and only if it satises the system of equations
@n(L) =
X
j<0
@n(‘j)@j = [(Ln)+; L]; n  1:(1.4)
They are called the Lax equations for L. As such they are a generalization of the so-called
Lax equations of the m-th Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy, which is the following system of
equations for a dierential operator L = @m +Pim−2 li@i in R[@],
@n(L) = [(L nm )+;L]; n  1:(1.5)
E.g. for m = 2 this operator L will be the Schro¨dinger operator @2 + 2u and the case
n = 3 of the Lax equations 1.5 is then equivalent to the property that u is a solution of
the KdV -equation. Because of this fact, the second Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy is mostly
called the KdV-hierarchy. A similar situation occurs in the KP -case. First one shows
that the Lax equations of the KP -hierarchy are equivalent to the following innite set
of conditions for the Lax operator L :
@n(Lm)+ − @m(Ln)+ = [(Ln)+; (Lm)+]; m; n  1:(1.6)
The case n = 3 and m = 2 of the system 1.6 implies then that the coecient ‘−1 of L
is a solution of the KP -equation. The equations in (1.6) carry the name zero curvature
equations or Zakharov{Shabat equations.
The equations of the KP -hierarchy possess a rich collection of solutions besides the
trivial one L = @. In [14] it was shown how to construct solutions starting from a
Grassmann manifold of a Hilbert space. We will refer to this set of solutions of the
KP -hierarchy as the Segal-Wilson class. The coecients of the Lax operators thus con-
structed turned out to be meromorhic functions on a group of commuting flows acting
on the manifold and that is the algebra R we will be dealing with here. Besides the
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construction of this extensive class of solutions, Segal and Wilson also gave a geometric
characterization of the solutions in it corresponding to the m-th Gelfand-Dickey hierar-
chy.
Note that, if L is a Lax operator in R[@; @−1), then for all monic P and Q in R[@] the
operators PLP−1 and Q−1LQ are again Lax operators. Both type of transformations al-
ready occurred in the work of Darboux. He considered namely for Schro¨dinger operators
L = @2 + 2u the following transformation: take a non-zero  such that
L() = @2() + u = 0
and consider then the new Schro¨dinger operator
~L = @2 + 2~u ; with ~u = u+ @()

:
One easily veries that ~L and L decompose as follows:
L = (@ + @()

)(@ − @()

) and ~L = (@ − @()

)(@ +
@()

):
Since −1@ = @ − @()−1, we see that ~L is the result of conjugation with −1@:
~L = (−1@)L(−1@)−1:
This result is compatible with the KdV-equation in the following sense: if q := @() −1
satises
@3(q) = @3(q)− 6q@(q);
and u satises the KdV-equation, then also ~u satises the KdV-equation. This brings us
in a natural way to the central question we want to address in the present paper.
1.1. Main Question. Given a solution L in R[@; @−1) of the KP-hierarchy in the Segal-
Wilson class, determine operators P and Q in R[@] such that
LP = PLP−1 and LQ = Q−1LQ
belong again to the Segal-Wilson class and describe these transformations geometrically
in the context of the Grassmannian.
Both the transformation L ! LP as the transformation L ! LQ are called Darboux
transformations of order respectively the degree of P and minus the degree ofQ. Darboux
transformations can be used e.g. to characterize subsystems of the hierarchy, see e.g. [6]
and [7]. Let L in R[@] be a solution of the m-th Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy, with L := L 1m
in the Segal-Wilson class. Then a natural sequel to the above question is to determine
those operators P and Q in R[@] such that
LP = PLP−1 and LQ = Q−1LQ
are again solutions of the m-th Gelfand-Dickey hierarchy corresponding to Lax operators
in the Segal-Wilson class and give a geometric description of these transformations. We
will discuss this question too here.
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As the name zero curvature equations already suggests the equations (1.4) and (1.6) can
be seen as the compatibility conditions of a linear system. Consider namely
L = z and @n( ) = (Ln)+( ):(1.7)
If one applies @n to both sides of the rst equation in (1.7), substitutes the second one
and performs the following manipulations on the equation
@n(L ) = @n(L) + L@n( ) = f@n(L) + L(Ln)+g 
@n(z ) = z@n( ) = z(Ln)+( ) = (Ln+)(z ) = (L
n
+)L ;
then one gets
f@n(L) + [L;Ln+]g = 0:(1.8)
Thus we see that, if these manipulations make sense and if we may leave out  in the
equation (1.8), then the equations (1.7) imply that L is a solution of the KP-hierarchy.
As we will see in the next section, the proper framework for all this consists of the free
R[@; @−1)-module of oscillating functions.
2. Wavefunctions and Dual Wavefunctions
For a proper understanding of the form of the elements in the R[@; @−1)-module that
we will introduce here, it is best to look rst for the trivial solution L = @ of equation
(1.4). In that case (1.7) becomes
@ = z and @n = zn for all n  1:
Hence, the function  0(t) = exp(
P
i1
tiz
i) is a solution. The space M of so-called os-
cillating functions is a space for which we can make sense out of (1.7). As for their
dependence of z, the elements of M are formal products of a factor that is meromorphic
around z = 1 and the essential singularity around z = 1 corresponding to the trivial
solution. More concretely, it is dened as
M = f(
X
jN
ajz
j)e
P
tizi j ai 2 R; for all ig:
Expressing e
P
tiz
i in terms of the elementary Schur functions, i.e.,
e
P
tiz
i
=
1X
k=0
pk(t)zk
one notices that the product
(
X
jN
ajz
j)e
P
tizi =
X
‘2Z
(
1X
k=0
a‘−kpk)z‘
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is still formal. To make sense of this expression as an innite series in z and z−1, the
coecients
P1
k=0 a‘−kpk for all ‘ 2 Z have to be well dened functions of t = (tn). In
that light it is natural to have a context such that for each element tX
jN
jaj(t)j2 <1 and
1X
k=0
jpk(t)j2 <1:
Such a context has been given in [14] and will be recalled in section 3. The space M
becomes a R[@; @−1)-module by the natural extension of the actions
bf(Pj ajzj)eP tizig = (Pj bajzj)eP tizi
@f(Pj ajzj)eP tizig = (Pj @(aj)zj +Pj ajzj+1)eP tizi:
It is even a free R[@; @−1)-module, since we have
(
X
pj@
j)e
P
tizi = (
X
pjz
j)e
P
tizi:
For an element  = P 0 := (
P
jk pj@
j) 0 with pk non zero, we consider the equations
(1.7). Note that in our leading example of the ring R this implies that pk resp. P is
invertible in R resp. R[@; @−1). By applying the fact that M is a free R[@; @−1)-module
one sees that the equations in (1.7) are equivalent respectively to the operator identities
LP = P@ and @n(P ) + P@n = (Ln)+P = LnP − (Ln)−P:(2.1)
Substituting the rst in the second equation and comparing the leading coecients on
both sides gives you directly that @n(pk) = 0 for all n. In our main example this implies
that pk 2 C and in that light it is reasonable to gauge the leading coecient of P equal to
1. Those standarized elements carry a name: an element  in M is called an oscillating
function of type z‘, if it has the form
 (z) =  (t; z) = fz‘ +
X
j<‘
jz
jge
P
tizi:(2.2)
Since the operator P is now invertible, one sees that the Lax operator is given by L =
P@P−1. By multiplying the second equations in (2.1) with P−1 from the right, one sees
that the equations (1.7) for L = P@P−1 are equivalent to the so-called Sato{Wilson
equations for P :
@n(P )P−1 = −(P@nP−1)−:(2.3)
Due to the fact that M is a free R[@; @−1)-module, we can say now that all manipulations
to arrive from the linearization (1.7) to the Lax equations (1.4) are correct inside M .
Hence each oscillating function of type z‘ that satises (1.7) gives you a solution of (1.4).
Such a function is then called a wavefunction of the KP-hierarchy. Note that for an
oscillating function  of type z‘ the second conditions can be weakened. It suces that
we have for all n  1 an operator Bn in R[@] such that
@n( ) = Bn :(2.4)
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If one takes namely the dierential operator part of the corresponding operator equation,
then one gets directly that Bn = (Ln)+.
Now that we have reduced the construction of solutions of the KP -hierarchy to the
question of nding wavefunctions of this hierarchy and since all the solutions in the
Segal-Wilson class are of this type, it is natural to modify the main question to this
linearized situation and then we get
2.1. Linearized Version of the Main Question. Given a wavefunction  of the
KP-hierarchy in the Segal-Wilson class, determine operators P and Q in R[@] such that
 P = P: and  Q = Q−1: 
are again wavefunctions of the KP -hierarchy belonging to the Segal-Wilson class and
describe these transformations geometrically in the context of the Grassmanian.
We dwell for a moment still on the question, which wavefunctions yield the same
solution of the KP -hierarchy. Assume ~ = ~P 0 and  = P 0 are wavefunctions of type
z‘ such that L = P@P−1 = ~P@ ~P−1. Then we can write
~P = PR(@) := P (1 +
X
i1
ri@
−i); where @(ri) = 0 for all i  1:(2.5)
The Sato-Wilson equations for ~P combined with those for P give you then that for all
n  1, @n(R(@)) = 0. So, in the case of the meromorphic functions on the group of flows,
the coecients of R(@) all belong to C.
Besides the space of oscillating functions M it is also convenient to have at one’s
disposal its \adjoint" space M consisting of all formal products
f
X
jN
ajz
jge−
P
tizi; with aj 2 R for all j:
The ring R[@; @−1) acts as expected on M by the natural extension of the actions
bf(Pj ajzj)e−P tizig = (Pj bajzj)e−P tizi
@f(Pj ajzj)e−P tizig = (Pj @(aj)zj −Pj ajzj+1)e−P tizi:
This is also a free R[@; @−1)-module, since we have
(
X
pj(−@)j)e−
P
tiz
i
= (
X
pjz
j)e−
P
tiz
i
:
On R[@; @−1) we have an anti-algebra morphism called taking the adjoint. The adjoint
of P =
P
pi@
i is given by
P  =
X
i
(−@)ipi =
X
i
(−1)i
1X
k=0

i
k

@k(pi)@i−k
=
X
‘
( 1X
k=0
(−1)‘+k

‘+ k
k

@k(p‘+k)
)
@‘:
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If  = P (t; @)e
P
tiz
i is an oscillating function of type z‘, then we call the element   =
(P (t; @))−1e−
P
tizi in M the adjoint of  . If moreover  2M is a wavefunction for the
KP hierarchy, then its adjoint   is also called a dual wavefunction for the KP -hierarchy
and it satises a similar set of linear equations, viz.,
L  = z  and @n( ) = −(Ln)+( );(2.6)
where L = (P@P−1) = (P )−1(−@)P . The rst of these equations is a direct conse-
quence of the denition for
(P )−1(−@)P (P )−1e−
P
tiz
i
= (P )−1(−@)e−
P
tiz
i
= z(P )−1e−
P
tiz
i
= z :
The second follows from the Sato{Wilson equations for P . By taking the adjoint of
relation (2.3) we get
(@n(P )P−1) = P −1@n(P ) = −(P@nP−1)− = −(P −1(−@)nP )− = −((L)n)−:
Since @n(P −1) = −P −1@n(P )P −1, these equations combine to give
@n(P −1)P  = ((L)n)−:(2.7)
As we have that
@n( ) = @n(P −1e−
P
tiz
i
) = @n(P −1)e−
P
tiz
i − znP −1e−
P
tiz
i
= ((L)n)−  − (L)n  = −((L)n)+ ;
which is exactly the second equation of (2.6). Reversely, if the adjoint of an oscillating
function of type z‘ satises the equations in (2.6), then  is a wavefunction of the KP
hierarchy. The equations in (2.6) namely imply equation (2.7) and by taking the adjoint
of it, we get the Sato{Wilson equations for P . The linearization conditions in (2.6)
can be weakened, similar to (2.4), and this leads to the following description of dual
wavefunctions
Lemma 2.1. Let   be the adjoint of an oscillating function  of type z‘. Then   is a
dual wavefunction of the KP -hierarchy if and only if there is for all n  1 an operator
Cn in R[@] such that @n( ) = Cn .
3. The Segal{Wilson Grassmannian
First we recall here the necessary ingredients of the analytic approach from [14] to
construct wavefunctions of the KP-hierarchy. Segal and Wilson consider the Hilbert
space
H = f
X
n2Z
anz
n j an 2 C;
X
n2Z
j an j2<1g;
with decomposition H = H+ H−, where
H+ = f
X
n0
anz
n 2 Hg and H− = f
X
n<0
anz
n 2 Hg
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and the inner product <  j  > is given by
<
X
n2Z
anz
n j
X
m2Z
bmz
m >=
X
n2Z
anbn:
To this decomposition is associated the Grassmannian Gr(H) consisting of all closed
subspaces W of H such that the orthogonal projection p+ : W ! H+ is Fredholm and
the orthogonal projection p− : W ! H− is Hilbert-Schmidt. The connected components
of Gr(H) are given by
Gr(‘)(H) =

W 2 Gr(H)j p+ : z−‘W ! H+ has index zero
}
:
Each of these components is a homogeneous space for the group Gl(0)res(H) of all bounded
invertible operators g : H ! H that decompose with respect to H = H+ H− as
a b
c d

;
where a and d are Fredholm operators of index zero and b and c are Hilbert{Schmidt.
For each N > 1, we consider the multiplicative group
Γ+(N) = fγ(t) := exp(
X
i1
tiz
i) j ti 2 C;
X
i1
jtijN i <1g
equiped with the uniform norm. These groups are nested in a natural way and the
inductive limit is denoted by Γ+. The groups Γ+(N) act by multiplication on H and this
gives a continuous injection of Γ+ into Gl
(0)
res(H). For example, the element q = 1 − z
belongs to Γ+ if jj > 1 and it has the following property that will reappear later on
γ(t)q−1 = exp(
X
i1
tiz
i)exp(
X
i1
− 1
i i
zi) = γ((ti − 1
i i
)):(3.1)
The commuting flows from Γ+ lead to wavefunctions of the KP hierarchy for which the
product in (2.2) is real and not formal.
Each wavefunction that will be constructed, can be expressed in a single function, a
so-called  -function. They require a convenient description of the components Gr(‘)(H)
of the Grassmannian. Let P‘ be the collection of embeddings w : z‘H+ ! H such that
with respect to the decomposition H = (z‘H+) (z‘H+)? the operator w has the form
w =

w+
w−

, with w− a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and w+ − Id a trace class operator.
Then P‘ is in a natural way a bre bundle over Gr(‘)(H) with ber the group
T‘ = ft 2 Aut(z‘H+)jt− Id is of trace classg:
To lift the action of GL(0)res(H) on Gr(‘)(H) to one on P‘, one has to pass to an extension
Gl of Gl(0)res(H). It is dened by
Gl = f(g; q)jg =

a b
c d

; g 2 GL(0)res(H); q 2 Aut(z‘H+); aq−1 − Id is trace classg:
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This group acts by w 7! gwq−1 on P‘. The elements of Γ+ embed in a natural way into
Gl through
γ+ =

a b
0 d

7! (γ+; a):
This embedding we assume throughout this paper. For each w 2 P‘, we dene w :
Gl! C by
w((g; q)) = det((g−1wq)+):
If t belongs to T‘, then there holds wt = det(t)w. Hence, choosing a dierent em-
bedding, changes a  -function corresponding to a plane in Gr(H) only up to a nonzero
constant. Therefore we will often denote the restriction of w to Γ+ by W ((ti)) = W (t).
For each W 2 Gr(‘)(H), let ΓW+ be given by
ΓW+ = fγ(t) = exp(
1X
i=1
tiz
i) 2 Γ+j p+ : γ−1z−‘W ! H+ is a bijectiong:
In a similar way as in [14], one shows that ΓW+ is a nonempty open subset of Γ+. A
crucial property of the elements γ(t) in this dense open subset of Γ+ is that
W \ (z‘H+)?γ(t) = f0g:
Now we take for the moment for R the ring of holomorphic functions on ΓW+ and for
@n the partial derivative w.r.t. the parameter tn of Γ+. For γ 2 ΓW+ , let PW (t; z) be
z‘ times the inverse image of 1 under the projection p+ : γ−1z−‘W ! H+. Then we
associate to W an oscillating function  W (t; z) = PW (t; z)e
P1
i=1 tiz
i of type z‘, which has
the properties that it is dened on a dense open subset of Γ+ and that its boundary
value at jzj = 1 belongs to W . In particular we have
 W =
X
n2Z
cn(γ(t))zn with
X
n2Z
jcn(γ(t))j2 <1;(3.2)
Moreover, it is known that the range of  W spans a dense subspace of W . By combining
the foregoing ingredients, Segal and Wilson showed
Theorem 3.1. For each W 2 Gr(‘)(H), the function  W (t; z) = PW (t; z)e
P1
i=1 tiz
i is a
wavefunction for the KP hierarchy and , if w 2 P‘ has W as its image, then
PW (t; ) = ‘
w(γ(t)q)
w(γ(t))
= ‘
W (t− [−1])
W (t)
;
where [] = (; 12
2; 13
3; 14
4; : : : ). The corresponding solution of the KP -hierarchy is
denoted by LW := PW@P−1W .
Note that our initial choice of the ring R depended on the plane W . However, the
expression of  W in the  -function shows that one can make a uniform choice by taking
R equal to the ring of meromorphic functions on Γ+. This we assume from now on. Each
connected component of Gr(H) generates by this construction the same set of solutions
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of the KP-hierarchy, so it would suce, as is done in [14], to consider only Gr(0)(H).
However, in order to reach the goals we have set, we need to consider all components
here.
Let W belong to Gr(l)(H), then W? is a closed subspace of H for which the orthogonal
projection p− : W? ! H− is a Fredholm operator of index −l and such that p+ : W? !
H+ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Interchanging the role of H+ and H−, we see that W?
is a plane in the adjoint Grassmanian Gr(H) consisting of planes U for which p−jU is a
Fredholm operator and p+jU is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. The connected components
of Gr(H) are also homogeneous spaces for the group Gl(0)res(H) introduced above. On
Gr(H) we consider the commuting flows that are the adjoints of the ones from Γ+.
Namely, for each N > 1, we take the group
Γ−(N) = fg(r) = exp(
X
i1
riz
−i)jri 2 C;
X
i1
jrijN i <1g
and its inductive limit Γ− w.r.t. N . For the rest of this paper we assume that the group
Γ− has been embedded into Gl as follows
γ− =

p 0
r s

7! (γ−; p):
Like for the space W we consider also for W? 2 Gr(H) the part of Γ− on which we will
construct a function of the required form
ΓW
?
− = fg(r) 2 Γ−jp− : W?z−‘g(r)−1! H− is a bijectiong
By using the facts that for each V 2 Gr(H) the projection p+ : V ! H+ is a bijection
if and only if p− : V ? ! H− is a bijection and that for each bounded invertible linear
operator A : H ! H;A(V ?)? = A−1(V ), one sees that
g(r) 2 ΓW?− , (g(r))−1 2 ΓW+ :
In particular one sees that ΓW?− is a non-empty open subset of Γ−. For a g(r) in Γ
W?
− we
know by denition that p− : W?z−‘g(r)−1 ! H− is a bijection. Now, let QW?(g(r); z)
be the inverse image of the element z−1 under this projection and put
 W?(g(r); z) = QW?(g(r); z)z‘g(r):
Then the map g(r) 7!  W?(g(r); z) is an analytic function on an open dense part of Γ−
with values in W?. This function has the form
 W?(g(r); z) = fz−1 +
P
j0 ej(g(r))z
jgz‘ exp(P riz−i)
= fPk‘−1 bk(g(r))zkgg(r):
Similar as for  W one shows that bj 2 R, where R denotes the ring of meromorphic
functions on Γ−. Hence, if we take g(r) = γ(−t), with γ(t) 2 ΓW+ , then we get on the
boundary jzj = 1 the following
z W?(γ(−t); z) = fId+
P
j0 ej(γ(−t))z−j−1gz−‘γ(−t)
= fPk‘−1 bk(γ(−t))z−k−1gγ(−t):
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and this is exactly a function of the form we are looking for, namely a dual oscillating
function of type z−‘. From the way this function was built, one deduces in the same
way as for the wavefunction  W that it satises the conditions in Lemma 2.1. Hence it
belongs to the class of dual wavefunctions of the KP -hierarchy. In fact, there holds
Theorem 3.2. The dual wavefunction  W of the wavefunction  W of the KP -hierarchy
is equal to z W?(γ(−t); z) and its expression in -functions is
 W (t; ) = 
−‘ w(γ(t)q
−1
 )
w(γ(t))
e−
P1
i=1 ti
i
= −‘
W (t+ [−1])
W (t)
e−
P1
i=1 ti
i
:
Proof. If  W = PW e
P
tiz
i =
P
ai@
i:e
P
tiz
i and F =
P
fk@
k = (P W )
−1, then we
have by denition that  W = F:e
−P tizi = (
P
(−1)kfkzk)e−
P
tiz
i. The operator F is the
unique pseudodierential operator of order −‘ that satises PWF  = 1: Now we have
that
PWF
 =
X
j;k
aj@
j(−@)kfk =
X
j;k
(−1)kaj@j+kfk
=
X
j;k
(−1)kaj
1X
r=0

j + k
r

@r(fk)@j+k−r
=
X
s
(X
j
1X
r=0

r + s
r

(−1)r+s+jaj@r(fr+s−j)
)
@s:
Hence the coecient of @−n−1; n  0, equals
(−1)n+1
X
j
1X
r=0

r − n− 1
r

(−1)r+jaj@r(fr−j−n−1) =
=(−1)n+1
X
j
nX
r=0

n
r

(−1)jaj@r(fr−j−n−1)
=(−1)n+1
X
j
(−1)jaj
nX
‘=0

n
‘

@n−‘(f−‘−j−1)
=(−1)n
X
p
(−1)pa−p−1
nX
‘=0

n
‘

@n−‘(fp−‘):
Therefore the coecients of (P W )
−1 are completely determined by the set of equations
X
p
(−1)pa−p−1
nX
‘=0

n
‘

@n−‘(fp−‘) = 0 for all n  0:
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From the way  W? was constructed, one sees that for all n  0, also ( @@t1 )n( W?) has
boundary values in W?. Now we have
( @
@t1
)n( W?)(γ(−t)) =
Pn
‘=0

n
‘
P
k(
@
@t1
)n−‘(bk)(−1)‘zk−‘

γ(−t)
=
P
p
Pn
‘=0

n
‘

( @
@t1
)n−‘(bp+‘)(−1)‘zp

γ(−t)
Since by denitionW andW? are orthogonal, we get for all n  0 and all γ(s) and γ(t) 2
ΓW+ that
<  W (γ(t); z)j @
@t1
n
( W?(γ(−s); z)) >= 0:(3.3)
If we substitute in the equations 3.3, the expressions for  W and @@t1
n( W?) and we take
γ(t) = γ(s), then we end up withX
p
ap
nX
‘=0
(−1)‘

n
‘

@n−‘(bp+‘) = 0:
This shows that (−1)pb−p−1 satises the equations characterizing the coecients of
(P W )
−1 and hence proves the rst claim of the theorem. Finally the expression in the
 -functions was derived in [5]. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
Thanks to this theorem we can say now that also the dual wavefunction, as a boundary
value, is of the same category as the wavefunction, i.e.
 W =
X
n2Z
dn(γ(s))zn with
X
n2Z
jdn(γ(s))j2 <1:(3.4)
One has in the present context a convergent interpretation of the well-known bilinear
identity between a wavefunction  and its adjoint
Resz (t; z) (s; z) = 0:(3.5)
For, with the notations from (3.2) and (3.4), the product  W (t; z)( W )(s; z) becomes
the following well-dened series in z and z−1X
p
 X
n
cn(γ(t))d−n+p(γ(s))
!
zp:
The equation (3.3) with n = 0 tells you that for all γ(t) and all γ(s) in ΓW+X
n2Z
cn(γ(t))d−n−1(γ(s))) = 0;(3.6)
and the left hand side of this equation is exactly the coecient of z−1 in the product
 W (t; z)( W )(s; z). This proves equation (3.5) in the present context.
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4. Trivial Transformations of Wavefunctions
The class of transformations we will discuss in this subsection, arises naturally, when
one raises the question which Darboux transformations render the same solution of the
KP -hierarchy. These transformations do not change the Lax operator L and and are
therefore called trivial. For, let  = P 0 be a wavefunction of the KP -hierarchy and
let P1 and P2 be operators in R[@] such that P1 = P2 is another wavefunction of the
KP -hierarchy. Then we know from subsection 2 that there holds
P1P = P2PR(@); with R(@) := @k(1 +
1X
j=1
rj@
−j) with rj 2 C:
Since these trivial operators R(@) are in the center of R[@; @−1), their action on wave-
functions consists of multiplying a wavefunction with a function of the form
R(z) = zk(1 +
1X
j=1
rjz
−j) with rj 2 C:(4.1)
Thus, if  (t; z) = P (t; @)e
P
i tiz
i is a wavefunction of type z‘, then
 R(t; z) =R(z) (t; z) = P (t; @)R(@)e
P
i tiz
i
=zk(1 +
1X
j=1
rjz
−j) (t; z)
is the new wavefunction of type zk+‘. Its adjoint wavefunction is of the form
 R(t; z) = P (t; @)
−1R(@)−1e−
P
i tiz
i
= R(z)−1 (t; z):
Since all rj’s are constants, this does not change the form of L, but it clearly changes
the tau-function. Rewrite R(z) as in (4.1) as follows
R(z) = zke−
P1
j=1
qj
j
z−j ;(4.2)
then
 R(t; z) =zke
−P1j=1
qj
j
z−j (t; z)
=zk+‘
(t− [z−1])
(t)
e−
P1
j=1
qj
j
z−je
P1
i=1 tiz
i
=zk+‘
(t− [z−1])e
P1
j=1 qj(tj− z
−j
j
)
(t)e
P1
j=1 qjtj
e
P1
i=1 tiz
i
;
which suggests that R(t) := (t)e
P1
j=1 qjtj is a to  R corresponding tau-function. We
will show this in the remainder of this subsection. First of all, one notices that the
multiplication by zk does not change the tau-function. Hence we may assume that k = 0
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and we consider the action of
 = exp(−
1X
j=1
qj
j
z−j) 2 Γ−(N)
on P‘. The operator  decomposes with respect to H = z‘H+  (z‘H+)? as  =
 0
 

. Hence its action on w =

w+
w−

2 P‘ is
  w  −1 =

w+
−1
(w+ + w−)−1

:
Let γ−1 = exp(−Pi tizi) 2 Γ+(N) decompose with respect to H = z‘H+  (z‘H+)?
as γ−1 =

a b
0 d

. Then the tau-function corresponding to W , where W = Im(w),
w 2 P‘, is by denition
w−1(γ) = det((γ−1w−1a−1)+):
Since γ−1 and  commute we have the relation
a = a+ b or equivalently a−1a−1 = I + b−1a−1;
so that we see that the operator a−1a−1 is of the form \identity + trace-class" and
hence has a determinant. Thus we get for the tau-function of W that
w−1(γ) = det((γ−1wa−1−1)+) det(a−1a−1)
= det((γ−1wa−1−1)+) det(a−1a−1)
=w(γ) det(a−1a−1)
:
Hence we merely have to show that
B(; a) = det(a−1a−1)
is the required function. This we will prove in a few steps. First one notices that if
1 =

1 0
1 1

and 2 =

2 0
2 2

are in Γ−(N), then
B(12; a) = det(12a−12 
−1
1 a
−1) = det(2a−12 a
−1a−11 a
−11)
= det(2a−12 a
−1) det(a−11 a
−11)
=B(2; a)B(1; a):
Likewise one shows for γ−1i =

ai bi
0 di

2 Γ+(N) that
B(; a1a2) = B(; a1)B(; a2):
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Hence if we put i = exp(−qii z−i) =

i 0
i i

, then  = limN!1 12    N . The form
B is continuous in , so that we get
B(; a) =
1Y
i=1
B(i; a)
and thus we merely have to prove the formula for i. If
γ−1i = exp(−tizi) =

ai bi
0 di

2 Γ+(N);
then γ = limN!1 γ1γ2   γN . As B is also continuous and multiplicative in a, we end
up with the formula
B(; a) =
Y
i;j1
B(i; aj):
Therefore we only have to prove the formula for  = i and γ = γj . Clearly the map
qi ! B(i; aj) denes a continuous morphism (j)i from C to C and therefore it has the
form

(j)
i (qi) = e
ijqi;
for some ij 2 C, depending on γj. Likewise the map tj ! B(i; aj) denes a continuous
morphism (i)j from C to C that can be written as

(i)
j (tj) = e
ijtj ;
for some ij 2 C, depending on j. Hence we can say that for all i  1 and j  1
B(i; aj) = eaijtiqj with aij 2 C:
The faijg can easily be determined by computing the lowest non-trivial term in B(i; aj).
Since
bj =
0BBBBBBBB@
...
0 0
−tj . . .
0 . . . . . .
... . . . . . . . . .
0    0 −tj 0   
1CCCCCCCCA
and j =
0BBBBBBBB@
   0 −qi
i
0    0
. . . . . . . . . ...
. . . . . . 0
. . . −qi
i
0 0
...
1CCCCCCCCA
;
B(i; aj) = det(I + −1i a
−1
j bji)
=1 +
X
n1
Tr(n(−1i a
−1
j bji))
we see that only Tr(−1i a
−1
j bji) contributes to the lowest non-trivial term. For the same
reason the lowest non-trivial term of Tr(−1i a
−1
j bji) is equal to that of Tr(bji). A
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straightforward calculation gives the required result, viz., aij = 0 if i 6= j and aii = 1.
We resume the results of this computation in a proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Let  be the element exp(
P
j1−qjj z−j) in Γ−(N). Then a tau-
function corresponding to the plane W is given by
W (t) = w−1(γ) = exp(
X
j1
qj
j
tj)w(γ) = exp(
X
j1
qj
j
tj)W (t):
5. Elementary Darboux Transformations and their Geometric
Description
In this section we will consider the Darboux transformations that correspond to the
rst order dierential operators P and Q occurring in the question (2.1). Since they
will be the building blocks of the general Darboux transformations we call them the
elementary Darboux transformations. For some literature on Darboux transformations
we refer the reader to [1], [2], [9],[10] and [11].
Let  W be a wavefunction of type z‘ corresponding to the plane W in Gr(H) and let
LW be the corresponding solution of the KP -hierarchy. For nonzero elements q; r 2 R,
one considers the rst order dierential operators q@q−1 and r−1@−1r that are of the same
form as the operators considered by Darboux. Clearly the functions  q := q@q−1 W and
 r := r−1@−1r W are oscillating functions of type z‘+1 respectively z‘−1. The question
we want to discuss here, is: when are  q and  r again wavefunctions in the Segal-
Wilson class? In that case conjugating LW with q@q−1 resp. r−1@−1r will be a Darboux
transformation of this class of solutions. We describe rst the geometric consequences
of this fact and we present the relation between q and the wavefunction  W and the one
between r and the dual wavefunction  W that it implies.
Proposition 5.1. Let the functions  q and  r be the wavefunctions of the planes Wq
and Wr. Then we have the following codimension 1 inclusions:
Wq W; W?  W?q ; W Wr; and W?r W?
Take any nonzero s(z) 2W \W?q , then Wq = fw 2W j < wjs(z) >= 0g. If we introduce
the function qs;W =<  W (t; z)js(z) >, then this denes a nonzero element in R and we
have the relation
@(q)
q
=
@ log q
@x
=
@ log <  W (t; z)js(z) >
@x
=
@(qs;W )
qs;W
:
Now, if one takes a nonzero t(z) 2 W? \Wr, then W?r = fw 2 W?j < t(z)jw >= 0g.
Moreover, if we dene rt;W :=< z W (t; z)jt(z) >, then this gives a nonzero element in
R and there holds
@(r)
r
=
@ log r
@x
=
@ log < z W (t; z)jt(z) >
@x
=
@(rt;W )
rt;W
:
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Proof.
The inclusions between the spaces W and Wq follow from the relation  q = q@q−1 W
and the fact that the values of a wavefunction corresponding to an element of Gr(H)
are lying dense in that space. Since for a suitable γ in Γ+ the orthogonal projections of
γ−1Wq on z‘H+ resp. γ−1W on z‘+1H+ are bijections and the one of z‘H+ on z‘+1H+
has a one dimensional kernel, one obtains the codimension one inclusion Wq  W . The
second inclusion follows from this one by taking the orthogonal complement. For a
nonzero s(z) 2 W \W?q , the codimension one result and the choice of s(z) imply that
Wq = fw 2W j < wjs(z) >= 0g. Next consider the element qs;W :=<  W (t; z)js(z) > in
R. It is nonzero since the boundary values of  W are lying dense in W . By denition
there holds
<  q(t; z)js(z) >=< q@q−1 W (t; z)js(z) >= (@ − @(q)
q
)(qs;W ) = 0
and this yields the desired relation between q; s(z) and  W . For the inclusions between
the spaces W and Wr we consider the dual wavefunctions  W = P
−1
W e
−P tizi and  r =
−r@r−1 W . Since the complex conjugate z W (t; z) of z W (t; z) corresponds to the space
W?, a similar reasoning as before shows the codimension 1 inclusion:
W?r := the closure of Spanfz r (t; z)g W?:
Taking the orthogonal complement renders the remaining inclusion. For a nonzero t(z) 2
W? \Wr, the fact that W has codimension one in Wr, implies that W?r = fw 2W?j <
t(z)jw >= 0g. Now, one denes rt;W :=< z W (t; z)jt(z) > and this is a nonzero element
of R, since the boundary values of  W? are dense in W?. As the boundary values of
 Wr belong to W
?
r we have by denition that
0 =< z Wr(t; z)jt(z) >=< z(−r@r−1)( W (t; z))jt(z) >= (−@ +
@(r)
r
)(rt;W )
and this gives the stated relation between r; t(z) and  W . This concludes the proof of
the proposition. 
To get an idea of sucient conditions on q and r that lead to the proper Darboux trans-
formations, we have a look at the functions qs;W and rt;W that occur in the proposition
(5.1). They satisfy for all n = 1; 2; : : :
@n(qs;W )) =< @n W js(z) >=< (Ln)+ W js(z) >= (Ln)+(q);(5.1)
@n(rt;W ) =< @nz W jt(z) >=< −(Ln)+z W jt(z) >= −(Ln)+(rt;W ):(5.2)
We will show next that these relations are also sucient to procure that  q and  r belong
again to the Segal-Wilson class. Consider namely the operators Pq and Pr dened by
Pq := q@q−1PW and Pr := r−1@−1rPW :(5.3)
It was shown in [6] that the operators Pq and the Pr satisfy the Sato-Wilson equations.
If  =  W belongs to the Segal-Wilson class, then all derivatives of  resp.   w.r.t. one
of the parameters tn have boundary values in W resp. zW?. This holds in particular
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for  q resp.  r . Hence  q is a wavefunction of the Segal-Wilson class and  

r is the dual
of such a wavefunction. We thus have proven part (a) of the following
Theorem 5.1. Let  be a wavefunction of type z‘ and let   be its dual wavefunction.
Then the following holds:
(a) Let q and r be nonzero elements in R that satisfy
@n(q) = (Ln)+(q);(5.4)
@n(r) = −(Ln)+(r) for all n = 1; 2; : : :(5.5)
Then q@q−1 (resp. r−1@−1r ) is a wavefunction of type z‘+1 (resp. z‘−1) and −q−1@−1q 
(resp. −r@r−1 ) are the corresponding dual wavefunctions. In particular, if  is of the
Segal-Wilson class, then the same holds for  q and  r.
(b) If both q1 and q2 (resp. r1 and r2) satisfy (5.4) (resp. (5.5)) such that
q1@q
−1
1 = q2@q
−1
2 (resp. r
−1
1 @r1 = r
−1
2 @r2);
then q1 = q2 (resp. r1 = r2) for a certain  2 C.
Proof. To prove part (b), we note that the conditions q1@q−11 = q2@q
−1
2 (resp. r
−1
1 @r1 =
r−12 @r2); simply mean that
@(q1)
q1
=
@(q2)
q2
and
@(r1)
r1
=
@(r2)
r2
:
The rst calculation shows then
@

q1
q2

=
q1
q2
@(q1)
q1
− q1
q2
@(q2)
q2
= 0 resp. @

r1
r2

=
r1
r2
@(r1)
r1
− r1
r2
@(r2)
r2
= 0
Thus we see that for all k  1, @k( q1
q2
) = 0 resp. @k( r1
r2
) = 0 and that there holds:
@k(q1) = @k( q1q2 q2) =
q1
q2
@k(q2) and likewise with q replaced by r. Now let B‘ = (L‘)+ and
C‘ = −(L‘)+, then we have for all n  1 that q1q−12 is independent of the parameter tn
@n

q1
q2

=
Bn(q1)
q2
− q1
q22
Bn(q2)
=
1
q2
Bn(
q1
q2
q2)− q1
q22
Bn(q2)
=
q1
q22
Bn(q2)− q1
q22
Bn(q2)
=0
and likewise for r1r−12 one gets that @n

r1
r2

= 0. So we conclude that q1 = q2 and
r1 = r2 for a certain  and  2 C. This nishes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
We say that a q 2 R is an eigenfunction of the Lax operator L if it satises (5.4). An
element r 2 R that satises (5.5)is called an adjoint eigenfunction of the Lax operator
L. Clearly operators q@q−1 and r−1@r can yield Darboux transformations without q
and/or r having to satisfy the conditions (5.4) or (5.5). One can namely always multiply
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them with a function that is independent of t1 without aecting the operators q@q−1 and
r−1@r. The theorem tells you that you can always nd ~q and ~r that are eigenfunctions
of L and yield the same operators.
The Darboux operators of Theorem 5.1 are clearly invertible. The eigenfunctions
corresponding to the inverse transformations are given by the following useful lemma
Lemma 5.1. Let q; r 2 R, then q (resp. r) satises (5.4) (resp. (5.5)) if and only if
q−1 (resp. r−1) satises
@n(q−1) = −(q@q−1Lnq@−1q−1)+(q−1);
@n(r−1) = (r−1@−1rLnr−1@r)+(r−1); respectively:
Proof. We will use the following elementary properties. Let f belongs to R and Q to
R[@; @−1), then
(a) Res@(Qf) = Res@(fQ) = f Res@(Q),
(b) Res@(Qf@−1) = Q+(f),
(c) Res@(@−1fQ) = Q+(f).
Suppose that q satises the conditions in (5.4), then
@n(q−1) =− q−2(Ln)+(q)
=− q−2Res@(@−1q(Ln))
=−Res@(q−1@−1q(Ln)q−1)
=−Res@(q−1@−1q(Ln)q−1@qq−1@−1)
=− (q−1@−1qLnq−1@q)+(q−1)
=− (q@q−1Lnq@−1q−1)+(q−1):
The reverse statement is a consequence of the property for r, that can be proven in a
similar way. This proves the statements in the lemma. 
The next step in analyzing the situation in Gr(H) from theorem 5.1,
Wq W Wr; dim(Wr=W ) = dim(W=Wq) = 1;
is to determine the tau-function corresponding to Wq resp. Wr and their relation to
that of W . Let q(t)@q(t)−1 (resp. −r(t)@r(t)−1) act on the wavefunction  W (t; z) (resp.
adjoint wavefunction  W (t; z) and compare this with  q(t; z) (resp.  

r (t; z)). We thus
obtain
zPWq(t; z) =
@PW (t; z)
@x
+ (z − q−1 @q
@x
)PW (t; z)
zP −1Wr (t;−z) = −
@P −1W (t;−z)
@x
+ (z + r−1
@r
@x
)P −1W (t;−z)
(5.6)
Comparing the coecients of z we nd that
@ log q
@x
=
@ log Wq=W
@x
and
@ log r
@x
=
@ log Wr=W
@x
:(5.7)
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This suggests the following relations
Wq(t) = q(t)W (t) and Wr(t) = r(t)W (t);
with ;  2 C. Since the tau-function of a plane W in Gr(H) is only determined up
to a constant, one may assume that the constants  and  are equal to 1.
We will carry out the computations for Wr. Then that for Wq is an easy consequence
of it. As above let t(z) 2 H be such that
r(t) =< z W jt(z) >=< t(z)j W?(γ(−t); z) > :
If w : z‘H+ ! W is in P‘, then we can extend it to an embedding wr : z‘−1H+ ! Wr
by putting wr(z‘−1) = t(z) and wr(f) = w(f) for f 2 z‘H+. Then wr belongs to P‘−1.
Next we decompose wr with respect to H = z‘H+  Cz‘−1  (z‘−1H+)? and w with
respect to H = z‘H+  (z‘H+)?, then we get
wr =
0@ w++ w+0w0+ w00
w−+ w−0
1A and w =  w+
w−

with w+ = w++ and w− =

w0+
w−+

:
We do the same with the operator γ−1 from Γ+(N). This gives you respectively
γ−1 =
0@ a++ a+0 a+−0 1 a0−
0 0 a−−
1A =  a++ b0 c

with b = (a+0 a+−) and c =

1 a0−
0 a−−

:
Before computing wr , we notice that
a++ 0
0 1

a−1++ −a−1++a+0
0 1

− I =

0 −a+0
0 0

is a 1-dimensional operator of zero-trace. Hence we have
det

a++ 0
0 1

a−1++ −a−1++a+0
0 1

= 1;
so that it suces to compute the projection of γ−1wr

a++ 0
0 1
−1
onto z‘−1H+:
a++w+a
−1
++ + bw−a
−1
++ a++w+0 + a+0w00 + a+−w−0
(w0+ + a0−w−+)a−1++ w00 + a0−w−0

=

A 
 

:
As A is equal to (γ−1wa−1++)+ and γ is chosen such that this operator is invertible, we
can decompose

A 
 

as follows
A 
 

=

1 0
A−1 1

A 0
0  − A−1

1 A−1
0 1

:
From this we see that
wr(γ) = det

A 
 

= det(A)( − A−1) = w(γ)( − A−1):
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Hence we merely have to show that r(t) =  − A−1. We know that g(r) = γ(−t)
with γ(t) 2 ΓW+ (N) and thus we get
r(t) =< γ(t)t(z)j ^W?(γ(−t); z) > :
By denition one has
 ^W?(γ(−t); z) = z‘−1 +
X
k‘
 k(γ(−t))zk:
Therefore, if  =
P
k‘ k(t)z
k, then the expression for r(t) becomes
r(t) = < z‘−1 +
X
k‘
k(t)zkjz‘−1 +
X
j‘
 j(γ(−t))zj >
= +
X
k‘
k(t) k(γ(−t)):
From the computation of  ^W? in [5], we see that, if A−1(zk−1) = kz‘−1 for all k  ‘,
then  k(γ(−t)) = −k. In other words, there holds
r(t) =  − A−1:
Next we treat the case Wq  W and dim(W=Wq) = 1. Let s(z) 2 W be such that
Wq = fw 2 W j < wjs(z) >= 0g and q(t) =<  W (t; z)js(z) >. Let w0 2 P‘+1 be such
that w0(z‘+1H+) = Wq, then w = (w0 s(z)) belongs to P‘ and w(z‘H+) = W . According
to the foregoing result, we have
w(t) = r(t)w0(t) with r(t) =< s(z)j W?q (γ(−t)) > :
In particular, one has the relations
PW = r−1@−1rPWq and PWq = q@q
−1PW ;
so that we may conclude
r−1@r = q@q−1:
According to Lemma 5.1 r−1 satises
@n(r−1) = (r−1@−1rPWq@
nP−1Wqr
−1@r)+(r−1) = (LnW )+(r
−1)
like q. Hence by Theorem 5.1 we may conclude that q(t) = r(t)−1 with  2 C. We
resume the foregoing results in the form of a theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let W;Wq;Wr 2 Gr(H) be such that Wq W Wr and dim(Wr=W ) =
dim(W=Wq) = 1. Then the tau-function of Wr is equal to Wr(t) = r(t)W (t), with
r(t) =< vj W?(t; z) > for some v 2 WrnW and the tau-function of Wq is equal to
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Wq(t) = q(t)w(t), where q(t) =<  W (t; z)js > fore some s 2 W \ (Wq)?. Moreover,
the wave functions are related as follows
 q(t; z) =z
q(t− [z−1])
q(t)
 W (t; z);  q (t; z) =z
−1 q(t+ [z
−1])
q(t)
 W (t; z);
 r(t; z) =z−1
r(t− [z−1])
r(t)
 W (t; z);  r(t; z) = z
r(t+ [z−1])
r(t)
 W (t; z):
(5.8)
6. Higher Order Darboux Transformations
In section 5 we computed the Darboux transformations that related the solutions
corresponding to a plane W 2 Gr(H) to that of the codimension one planes Wq  W
and W  Wr: At the same time we derived the corresponding transformation for the
 -functions. In this subsection we want to describe the Darboux transformation D(V;W )
that relates the wavefunction  W (t; z) = PW (@)e
P
tizi for a W 2 Gr(H), to that of a
plane V 2 Gr(H) such that V has nite codimension inside W or vice versa. Further
we want to describe the transformation on the  -function level. Ofcourse, if  V (t; z) =
PV (@)e
P
tiz
i, then it is clear that D(V;W ) = PV (@)PW (@)−1, but we want to express
D(V;W ) in  W and some additional geometric data relating V and W , not knowing  V .
We start with the case that V has codimension n in W . We will construct D(V;W )
in this case with a chain of codimension one inclusions
V = Wn Wn−1    W1 W0 = W
and the corresponding elementary Darboux transformations. This sequence is con-
structed inductively from l = 0: assuming Wl has been dened, one chooses a nonzero
element wl+1 2 Wl \ V ? and denes Wl+1 as fwjw 2 Wl; < wjwl+1 >= 0g. If the
functions fqjj1  j  ng in R are dened by qj =<  Wj−1 jwj >, then we know that
 Wj = qj@q
−1
j  Wj−1 and in particular that
D(V;W ) =
nY
j=1
qj@q
−1
j =
nX
k=0
ak@
k = @n +
n−1X
k=0
ak@
k
Clearly the aj are polynomial expressions in the qj ’s and their derivatives and we will
derive now its closed form. Since <  V jwj >=0 for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, we nd that the
nontrivial coecients of D(V;W ) satisfy the linear system of equations
n−1X
k=0
ak <
@k W (t; z)
@xk
j wj(z) >= − < @
n W (t; z)
@xn
j wj(z) >; for j = 1; 2; : : : ; n:(6.1)
Let l be an integer, 1  l  n, and let A be a meromorphic function on Γ+ with values in
H. ThenM(A;w1; w2; : : : ; wl) is the l l-matrix whose (k; j)-entry, with 0  k  l− 1
and 1  j  l, is given by
M(A;w1; w2; : : : ; wl)kj =< @k(A)j wj > :
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The matrix M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wl) is invertible. For, a linear combination of its rows
leads to an equation <  W j
Pl
j=1 jwj >= 0 and as the boundary values of  W are lying
dense in W and the fwjg are linear independent, we get that j = 0 for all j. Therefore
one can resolve the ak from the equations (6.1) with Cramer’s rule and we obtain the
following expression for them
ak = (−1)n−k det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn)−1)Wk( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn);
where Wk(A;w1; w2; : : : ; wn) is equal to
det
0BBBBB@
< Ajw1 >    < @k−1A@xk−1 jw1 > < @
k+1A
@xk+1
jw1 >    < @nA@xn jw1 >
< Ajw2 >    < @k−1A@xk−1 jw2 > < @
k+1A
@xk+1
jw2 >    < @nA@xn jw2 >... ... ... ...
< Ajwn >    < @k−1A@xk−1 jwn > < @
k+1A
@xk+1
jwn >    < @nA@xn jwn >
1CCCCCA :
This is in fact a generalization of a result of Crumm [3]. Note that the coecients of
D(V;W ) do not change, if one passes from the basis wj of W \ V ? to another one.
As for the corresponding transformation of the  -functions, we know from (5.1) that
we have for all j; 0  j  n− 1,
Wj+1 =<  Wj jwj > Wj :
Hence we get for V that it is given by
V =< D(Wn−1;W ) W jwn > Wn−1 :
From the foregoing computations we know that D(Wn−1;W ) =
Pn−1
i=0 bi@
i, with bn−1 = 1
and
bi = (−)n−1−i det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn−1)−1)Wi( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn−1):
By using the expansion of det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn)) w.r.t. the last row we get that
V =
Pn−1
i=0 bi < @
i W jwn > Wn−1
= det(M( W ;w1;w2;::: ;wn−1))<@
n−1 W jwn>+
Pn−2
i=0 biWi( W ;w1;w2;::: ;wn−1)<@i W jwn>
det(M( W ;w1;w2;::: ;wn−1)) Wn−1
=
det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn))
det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn−1))Wn−1 :
This implies the following relation betweeen V and W
V = det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn))W :
Consider now for each integer n  1 the collection
Dn = f(V;W )jV;W 2 Gr(H); V  W of codimension ng:
For each pair (V;W ) in Dn we have that
LV = D(V;W )LWD(V;W )−1;
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so that we have answered the rst half of the question raised in (2.1) and we resume
these results in a theorem
Theorem 6.1. (a) The variety Dn describes the Segal-Wilson solutions of the KP -
hierarchy that are linked by a Darboux transformation of order n. It is a ber bundle
over Gr(H) with typical ber consisting of the Grassmann manifold of n-dimensional
subspaces of H+.
(b) For each pair (V;W ) in Dn, let w1; : : : ; wn be a basis of W \ V ?. Then a monic
dierential operator D(V;W ) of order n that realizes the Darboux transformation from
LW to LV is given by
D(V;W ) = @n +
n−1X
i=0
(−1)n−i Wi( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn)
det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn))@
i;
(c) With the same notations as in part (b), the -functions of the planes V and W , with
(V;W ) 2 Dn, are related by
V = det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wn))W :
Next we treat the situation that W is a subpace of V of codimension m. We will con-
struct the pseudodierential operator D(V;W ) of order −m with a chain of codimension
one inclusions
W = U0  U1     Um−1  Um = V
and the corresponding elementary transformations. Thereto, one chooses successively
elements fv1; : : : ; vmg in V \W? according to: assuming that Ul; 0  l  m − 1; has
been dened, we take a nonzero vl+1 in V \W?, orthogonal to Ul. Then one denes
Ul+1 := Ul  Cvl+1 and the function rj by rj :=< z Uj−1 jvj >=<  Uj−1 jvyj >, where the
convenient notation vy is given by
vy(z) := zv(z):(6.2)
Then we know from subsection 5 that  Uj = r
−1
j @
−1rj Uj−1 and thus that
D(V;W ) =
mY
j=1
r−1j @
−1rj :
In order to give a closed expression for D(V;W ) in  W and the fvjg, we rst consider
the operator (D(V;W ))−1 that relates the dual wavefunctions  W and  

V by  

V =
(D(V;W ))−1 W . As (D(V;W )
)−1 = (−1)mQmj=1 rj@r−1j , we see that it has the formPm
k=0 ck@
k, with cm = (−1)m. Since the boundary values of  V belong to zV ?, we have
<  V jvyj >= 0 for all j. Hence the fcij0  i  m − 1g satisfy the following system of
linear equations
m−1X
k=0
ck <
@k W (t; z)
@xk
j vyj(z) >= (−1)m+1 <
@m W (t; z)
@xn
j vyj(z) > :(6.3)
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A similar reasoning as for the matrix M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; wl) shows that also the l  l-
matrix M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vyl ) is invertible. From Cramer’s rule we obtain then that for
each k; 0  k  m− 1,
ck = (−1)k det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym)−1)Wk( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym);
This closed expression for the coecients of (D(V;W ))−1 can be used to compute the
corresponding transformation of the  -functions. We know namely from subsection 5
that for all l; 0  l  m− 1, Ul+1 =<  Uljvyl+1 > Ul . In particular we get that
V =
Pm−1
i=0 bi < @
i W jvyn > Wn−1
= det(M( 

W ;v
y
1;v
y
2;::: ;v
y
m−1))<@
m−1 W jvyn>+
Pn−2
i=0 biWi( W ;vy1;vy2;::: ;vym−1)<@i W jvym>
det(M( W ;vy1;vy2;::: ;vym−1))
Um−1
=
det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vyn))
det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym−1))
Um−1 :
Hence we may conclude that
V = det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym))W :
What remains to be done is a more direct formula for D(V;W ) than D(V;W ) = (Q)−1,
with Q =
Pm
k=0 ck@
k. Recall that we denote the transposed of a matrix A with AT .
Consider now the following linear system
M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym)T (b1; : : : ; bm)T = (0 : : : 0; 1)T :
We claim now that Q−1 = (−1)mPmj=1 <  W jvyj > @−1bj . Thereto we compute
Q((−1)m
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj > @−1bj) =(Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj > @−1bj)+ +
(Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj > @−1bj)−
The last term of the right hand side we reduce with the fact that the constant term of
Q <  W jvyj > is equal to Q(<  W jvyj >) = 0, since <  W jvyj >2 KerQ and obtain
(Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj > @−1bj)− = ((−1)mQ(
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj >)@−1bj)− = 0;
For the rst term of the right hand side we use the fact that for all f 2 R we have
f@−1 = −(@−1f) =
1X
‘=0

(−1)‘+1@
‘f
@x‘
@−‘−1

=
1X
‘=0
@−‘−1
@‘f
@x‘
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and obtain then the desired equality
(Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
<  W jvyj > @−1bj)+ = (Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
1X
‘=0
@−‘−1
@‘ <  W jvyj >
@x‘
bj)+ =
(Q(−1)m
m−1X
‘=0
@−‘−1
mX
j=1
@‘ <  W jvyj >
@x‘
bj)+ + (Q(−1)m
mX
j=1
X
‘m
@−‘−1
@‘ <  W jvyj >
@x‘
bj)+ =
(Q(−1)m@−m)+ + 0 = 1:
For the coecients bk we have according to Cramer’s rule the closed expression
bk =
det(M( W ; vy1; : : : ; vyk−1; v^yk; vyk+1; : : : ; vym))
det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym))
:
Thus we get for D(V;W ) = (Q−1) the following expression
D(V;W ) = −
mX
j=1
bj@
−1 <  W jvyj > :
For each integer m  1, we introduce the space
D−m = f(V;W )jV;W 2 Gr(H);W  V of codimension mg
For each pair (V;W ) in Dn we know that D(V;W )−1 is a dierential operator of order
m that relates the solutions of the KP -hierarchy LV and LW by
LV = D(V;W )LWD(V;W )−1:
Thus we have settled the second half of the question raised in (2.1) and we resume these
results in a theorem
Theorem 6.2. (a) The variety D−m describes the Segal-Wilson solutions of the KP -
hierarchy that are linked by a Darboux transformation of order −m. It is a ber bundle
over Gr(H) with typical ber consisting of the Grassmann manifold of m-dimensional
subspaces of H−.
(b) For each pair (V;W ) in D−m, let v1; : : : ; vm be a basis of V \W?. Then a monic
pseudodierential operator D(V;W ) of order −m that realizes the Darboux transforma-
tion from LW to LV is given by
D(V;W ) = −
mX
j=1
det(M( W ; vy1; : : : ; vyj−1; v^yj ; vyj+1; : : : ; vym))
det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym))
@−1 <  W jvyj >
(c) With the same notations as in part (b), -functions of the planes V and W , with
(V;W ) 2 D−m, are related by
V = det(M( W ; vy1; vy2; : : : ; vym))W :
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7. Darboux Transformations for the Gelfand{Dickey Hierarchy
In this section we want to consider the elementary Darboux transformations for the
Gelfand{Dickey hierarchies. It is well-known that these correspond to the n-th reduced
KP hierarchy, i.e., Ln = (Ln)+. Since Ln W (t; z) = zn W (t; z) we have a trivial Darboux
transformation that maps W into znW . Since Ln = (Ln)+, zn W (t; z) = @n( W (t; z))
and hence znW  W . We now want to determine which vectors s 2 W we can choose
such that Ws = fw 2W < wjs >= 0g also satises znWs  Ws.
We will rst prove the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.1. Let W 0 W such that znW 0 W and
Ws = fw 2W j < wjs >= 0g and W 0s = fw 2W 0j < wjs >= 0g:
Then znW 0s  Ws if and only if there exists a  2 C such that
(z−n − )s 2W 0?:(7.1)
Proof. Let v 2 W 0s and znv 2Ws, then
< znvjs(z) >=< vjz−ns(z) >= 0;
in other words z−ns(z) 2W 0s?. Hence, since W 0s? = W 0?Cs, there must exist a  2 C
such that (z−n − )s 2W 0?.
Now assume that (7.1) holds, then for every v 2W 0s one has
< znvjs(z) >=< vjz−ns(z) >=  < vjs(z) >= 0;
hence znv 2Ws. 
So it suces to assume that W = W 0 and that s(z) 2W satises (7.1). Let
U = W \ (znW )?;(7.2)
then (see e.g. [13]) W =
L1
k=0 z
knU , so we write
s(z) =
1X
k=0
ukz
kn with uk 2 U:
Since (z−n − )s(z) 2W?, one obtains that uk+1 = uk for k = 0; 1; : : : and hence,
s(z) =
1X
k=0
(z)knu0 with u0 2 U and  2 C:
Since
< s(z)js(z) > =<
1X
k=0
(z)knu0j
1X
k=0
(z)knu0 >
=
1X
k=0
jj2kju0j2;
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must be nite, we must choose jj < 1. Notice that if W satises znW  W , then W?
satises z−nW?  W?. Now let V = W? \ (z−nW?)?, then V = z−nU and hence one
obtains that t(z) 2W? which gives the correct Darboux transformation is
t(z) =
1X
k=0
(

z
)nkz−nu0; with u0 2 U and  2 C; jj < 1:
We thus have proven the following theorem
Theorem 7.1. Let W 2 Gr(H) satisfy znW  W and hence z−nW?  W?, then
s(z) 2 W (resp. t(z) 2 W?) denes an eigenfunction q(t) =<  w(t; z)js(z) > (resp.
adjoined eigenfunction r(t) =< s(z)jz W (t; z) >) and  q(t; z) = q@q−1 W (t; z) (resp.
 r(t; z) = r−1@−1r W (t; z)) be a new wavefunction dened by the elementary Darboux
transformation that maps W into Wq = fw 2 W j < wjs(z) >= 0g (resp. Wr =
W  Ct(z)). Let U = W \ (znW )?. Then Wq satises znWq  Wq (resp.Wr satises
znWr  Wr) if and only if
s(z) =
1X
k=0
(z)knu0 (resp. t(z) =
1X
k=0
(

z
)nkz−nu0);
with u0 2 U and  2 C, jj < 1.
Next we want to give the geometrical interpretation (in terms of the Segal{Wilson
Grassmannian) of the classical Darboux transformation of an n-th Gelfand{Dickey Lax
operator Ln.
The classical Darboux transformation consists of factorizing an n-th order dierential
operator Q = RS, with R and S dierential operators of order r, s, respectively, with
r + s = n, and then exchanging the place of the factors, i.e., dening a new dierential
operator Q0 = SR. We assume that Q = Ln is a Gelfand{Dickey operator and we want
that Q0 is again a Gelfand{Dickey operator. Let L = PW@P−1W , with W 2 Gr(H), since
Q0 = SQS−1, we nd that Q0 = L0n, with L0 = PW 0@P−1W 0 and PW 0 = SPW . Because
Q = RS we nd that
znW W 0 W;
hence the vectors w1(z); w2(z); : : : ; ws(z) 2 W , that dene the Darboux transformation
S, must be perpendicular to znW and thus must belong to U , dened by (7.2). We thus
have proven
Theorem 7.2. Let W 2 Gr(H) satisfy znW  W and let L = Pw@P−1W . The classical
Darboux transformation of the Gelfand{Dickey dierential operator Q = Ln, consists of
choosing s (0 < s < n) linearly independent vectors vj 2 U (U dened by (7.2)), such
that
S = @s +
s−1X
i=0
(−1)s−i Wi( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; ws)
det(M( W ;w1; w2; : : : ; ws))@
i;
Then Q0 = SQS−1 is again a Gelfand{Dickey dierential operator.
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